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ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS.                                                                              ( 30 marks )                            

I. Match a line in "A" with a line in "B".    

                   "A"                                                             "B" 

1. What was your holiday like ?               (           ) Me? Run? You must be joking! 

2. Sorry I'm late. I got stuck in traffic.      (           ) It was a nice break, but the weather wasn't very good. 

3. Let's go for a run in the park!                (           ) Never mind. You're here now. Come in and sit down. 

 

II. Choose the correct answer. 

4. Both Hemingway and Picasso ……………………living in Paris when they met Gertrude Stein.  

    a. was               b. were             c. had                    d. are 

5. …………………… you already learned Italian when you went to Italy  ?  

    a. Had              b. Did        c. Have                  d. Has  

6. What …………………… you do last night ?  

    a. do                  b. does             c. doing   d. did                 

 

III.  Decide whether each of the following statements is True ( T ) or False ( F ) . 

7. (          ) We use short answers in English conversation because yes or no on its own can sound impolite.   

8. (         ) Words like usually, often, rarely, sometimes, always are adverbs of place. 

9. (         ) We use be to form the Present and Past Continuous and passive forms. 

 
1V.  Do as shown between brackets.    

10. It was really boring! I fell asleep during the first act.     ( What does the underlined word refer to?)   

………………………………………………………………..….……………………………………… 

11. wanted   -   needed   -   laughed  -    pointed   -  added                                                   ( Odd one out ) 

…………………………………………………………..…………………………….………………… 

12. The internet is everywhere. Soon there will be more and more interactivity between the user and the 

website, and we will be able to give instructions using speech.                       (Translate into Arabic)                           

……………………………………………………………………...….……………………...………….… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………….………………………………………………………...….…………………………………...… 
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  V.  Change the following sentences  into passive .            

13. People of all ages love clowns.       ………………………………………………………………. 

14. He is giving her an injection.           ……………………………………………….…...…………. 

15. Did Shakespeare write Hamlet?      ……………………………………………….………………. 

VI. Write the numbers in letters.                                                                                                                                                            

16.      $ 400                ………………………………………...……………………………………. 

17.      78.5%              ………………………………………...……………………………………. 

18.      9 / 7 / 2015       ………………………………………...……………………………………. 

VII.  Correct the underlined mistakes in the following sentences.            

19. They are having a teenage son.             …………..….…..…………………………….…………… 

20. English speaks all over the world.         …………..….…..……………………………………….… 

21.  I am naturally a very cheer person.       …………..….…..…………………………………………. 

 
VIII.  Complete the following sentences with the suitable words. 

 

world     -    weapons      -    exhibition    -          medicine      -       sculptures   -    treated 

 
22. I went to the ………………. It contains a lot of paintings and…………………. 

23. We have had nuclear …………...… for over 50 years that could destroy the   ………………… 

24. All over the world, children in hospital are being …….……..with a new kind of   ………………… 

 
IX. Fill in with a suitable word from the box to form word pairs.  

     science       -     swimming       -     golf        -       coffee       -      system      -        aerobics 

       
25.        a. play………………………………….                b.  strong  ………………………………. 

26.        c. do…………………………………..                  d.  solar …………………………………… 

27.        e. go…………………………………..                   f.  medical………………..……..………… 
 

 

 X. Choose the correct topic from the box.                                  

  Months    -    Art      –     Money    -      Agriculture    -      Fractions      -      Literature      

 
28.    a. …………………..: painter; sketch; portrait           b.  …………….…..: pounds; euros; dollars   

29.    c.…………………..: half; third; quarter                    d. …………………: poem; chapter; author       

30.    e. …………………..: corn; famine; tractor               f. …………………..: October; April; June 
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